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Joachim von Ribbentrop
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Dealings with Japan (p. 4-5, 9-lo)
British in Pacific Tar (p.5-8)
Plan Barbarossa (p. 5-9)
Position regarding -attack on Poland (p.13)

Hitler
a. Tar in the Pacific (l-8)
b. Denial of policy of aggression (p.lo)
c. Polish Question (p. 11, 12, 13)
d. Lebensraum (p. 11-12)
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Ribbe-ntrop said "Pearl harbor came as a complete surprise to us" (p.l, 8)
At first Hitler was glad to have a now ally against Britain, but in a talk
with him, Ribbentrop, ho thought that "it had a bad side too" (p.l). '
The Fuehrer "had been worried" that the negotiations botween the U.S.A.
and Japan at the time of Pearl Harbor might succeed to the extent that the
pacific coast would be free of trouble, and the U.S.... could turn all attention
to the Atlantic (p.3). There were then discussions to "keep them (the Japanese)
in line - a long time before Pearl Harbor", but Ribbentrop did not remenber
"we had ever counselled Japan to attack the U.S.,»." (p.4). "our dealings
with Japan were against Russia primarily", and then "to keep the U.S.A.
neutral" (p.4-5, 9-lo), "and to keep the British busy in the far East"
(p. 4-5, 6-8). He did not remember (a) Xeitel Order of 5 Llarch 1941 regarding
collaboration with Japan; (b) tho advice contained therein that "the main
effort of the U.S.'.. be diverted to the Pacific"; (c) mention therein and
meaning of plan "Barbarossa" (p.5-9).
POLICY OF AQQ:&Sr7M
Denied there was a program of aggression (p.lo). The Fuehrer once
said to him, Ribbentrop: "The enemy forces me to go everywhere in Europe"
(p. 11). The Fuehrer know that th-.:- Polish question - that is Danzig and the
corridor - "had to be settled", and,iin addition, he had "tho vague notion
that Germany must have some more territory somewhere in the East" (p.11-12).
His concept of a Greater Germanic Reich first developed in the course of
the war and was not a pre-conccived idea (p.12). Ribbentrop said he told
the Fuehrer that an attack on Poland meant war with England, and Hitler
first agreed but after the failure to agree with British Ambassador Henderson,
he ordered military operations (p.13).
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